Lead Wire Extrusion (DC-LEAD)

Three programs on one disk give you calculations for hollow lead tubing production and lead wire
extrusion. The calculations ask you for either wire diameter and length, or billet size. They calculate
a range of results, including pressure requirements, for various alloys from pure lead to harder alloys.
Hollow tubing can be produced using Corbin's CHP-1 Hydro-Press and the LED-1 extruder. The
program set is only ............................................................................................................. $10.00

Die Strenght and Breaking Points (DC-DIES)

Invaluable information regarding the maximum gauge pressure that can be used in any hydraulic
system can instantly be calculated. The program tells you exactly how much gauge pressure is safe
to apply, using any size cylinder, diameter of die, and tensile strength of material. Avoid broken dies,
and discover the pressures that your various calibers of swaging dies use in normal operation. Also
useful for building your own hydraulic power systems. ...................................................... $10.00

Bullet Jacket Designer (DC-CUPS)

This is a sophistocated program that lets you enter whatever you do know about a bullet jacket, and
it calculates the rest. It can figure out the correct tubing or flat stock to make any caliber, weight and
style of bullet. Gives you raw material requirements, final jacket lengths and weights, cost per jacket
and number of jackets per pound or per foot of material. Stores your designs in a database and brings
them up for future reference. Learns to adjust its calculations to make up for variations in technique
and tooling, so it becomes even more accurate as you continue to use it. If you plan to draw jacket
from tubing or from flat strip, this program will be of great assistance. ............................. $49.50

Shop Work: Production Tracker (DC-SHOP)

Originally designed for the Corbin Die-Works (Corbin Manufacturing & Supply, Inc.) to track the
production of bullet swaging dies and tools, the Shopwork program has become a mainstay of the
custom bullet maker as well. Anyone who produces materials and needs to track the quantity, dates
of production, and details of specific modification for a client, can use this program. Look up old work
and you'll impress your clients by knowing just what you did, when you did it, and how much it cost.
More important, you'll be able to run reports on any item and find out how many you made in any
given period, how much money they brought in, and thus whether it is worth doing in the future! DCSHOP is only ....................................................................................................................... $10.00
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Corbin Software

Corbin Software runs on MS-DOS compatible computers with
640k or more RAM, monochrome or color monitors. No special
hardware or processor requirements (from an AT to a Pentium and beyond...)
furnished on 3.5-inch HD disks.

Bullet Engineering Package (DC-1015)

A set of programs to design bullets, including vertical firing with real-time retardation,
comparison to other bullets on giant 17-page reports, stability and minimum twist
rate, ballistic coefficient calculation from the basic dimensions and materials, design
using exotic materials, paper patched and multiple part bullets, lead or jacketed
bullets, solid copper, brass, or other materials. If you are a custom bullet maker,
this set of programs is what you need to be competitive. Print off reports to give your
clients in every box. Consists of all the software on the next page on a single 1.44Mb
3.5-inch diskette, or one 1.2Mb 5.25-inch diskette, or five 362k standard 5.25-inch
diskettes. Complete with manual & instructions for other Corbin bullet design
software ............................................................................................ $72.00

CEDAR Billing System (CEDAR)

Mail order business, motels, printing firms, retail stores, manufacturers, futniture
stores... the list of clients who use CEDAR is almost endless. You can use it to keep
track of clients, invoices, statements, inventory, scheduled deliveries, standing
purchase orders, account aging, raw materials, sales tax, and receivables. CEDAR
is a simple-to-use, easily learned program complete with checkbook, inventory and
purchase orders. You don't have to throw out any existing accounting methods or
software to benefit from CEDAR. But before long, CEDAR will be the only program
you'll want to use for your client billing! DC-CEDAR ....................... $ 79.00

Corbin Simplified Maillist Manager (CSM)

If you do mailings for publicity, for direct mail marketing, for solicitations and memberships, or any other reason, you'll find CSM to be a powerful and easy program for
keeping track of mailing history, recording responses along with up to a billion
names and addresses, phone and fax numbrs. You can print mail labels in just about
any sort order (such as by state and zipcode) on nearly any label format on pinfed continuous forms or on single sheets in a laser or inkjet printer. You can attach
unlimited numbers of notes to any name, and find a name by any parameter. Import
and export mail lists in ASCII or dBase formats. ............................. $ 49.50
Bonus: For bullet-makers, CSM comes with publicity contact listings (editors,
publishers, famous writers) you can put to use immediately!

Corbin Company & Product Namer

Enter a few favorite phrases or words, and let NAMER generate thousands of product or company
name suggestions! NAMER is the brainstorming tool used by many advertising agencies. Cross off
the names that you don't like and what's left may astound you. Sophistocated controls let you code
a word so it is used only as a suffix, prefix, or middle term in a phrase, or so it floats to all positions.
NAMER then asks you how many suggestions you want, what code group of words (if any) to select
from, and generates either a printed list or an on-screen display for your consideration. Saves you
time, money on every new product you develop. DC-NAMER .............................................. $10.00

Corbin Service Reminders (CSR)

Originally designed for service businesses, the CSR program can be useful for professionals,
marketers, any business that wishes to send what looks like a personalized (but is a form) letter to
an automatically selected list of clients or prospects based on date of last contact or service, and
the category of client. You can, for instance, pick a form letter, edit it, and tell CSR to print one for
every client who has not been contacted for six months but who bought a certain item at one time.
CSR can pay for itself over and over again in new business from old clients. After all, your best clients
are your existing clients! Keep in touch. DC-CSR ................................................................. $49.50

Powder Coating Data System (PCDS)

This highly specialized software is written for the paint and powder coating job shop. Corbin uses
powder coated parts in assembly of our products, and we have worked with one of the Northwest's
premier job shops for over ten years now, developing and refining this remarkably simple to use
software. Our goal was to make pricing and costing so simple that anyone could do it, in a field where
price is difficult to determine before the job has been done. The built-in estimators, quotation
generator, and profit calculator will minimize guesswork and build a history, recording the details
about preparation, time on task and costs at every step of the processing. Chemical cleaning,
stripping, out-gassing, racking and preparation, booth time, oven time (and temperatures, both for
flash and cure cycles) are all recorded and used to calculate costs. PCDS is the only software of its
kind, combining a complete accounting and client/job tracking system with cost accounting. PCDS
is fully guaranteed: your money back if you try it for 30 days and don't like it for any reason whatever.
Free support ...................................................................................................................... $198.00

Corbin Simplified Payroll (CSP)

Oregon employers of from one to nine thousand employees will find CSP to be the fastest, easiest
to use, and best all around program for recording and reporting all necessary payroll taxes and
employee forms. Specialized cases such as union reporting, retirement funds, Oregon Worker's
Compensation reports, Oregon Employment Division, certified federal payroll reports, IRS garnishments, unlimited deductions both taxable and untaxed, cafeteria plans are all handled with simplicity.
Anyone can learn to use CSP in a weekend, or Corbin guarantees your money back in full! You can't
lose by trying CSP... but you will save time and expenses by doing your own payroll reporting! Your
accountant will be pleased with the clear, concise reports. (More CPA's use Corbin Simplified Payroll
in Oregon than any other certified payroll system!) Free suppport. Annual updates only $79. Includes
job costing, automatic encrypted backup, magnetic media W2.........................................$ 298.00

Spitzer Design (DC-1001)

This is the first disk of the DC-1015 package. Enter the answers to a few simple questions such as
the caliber, width of the bullet tip (meplat), the weight, and pick materials for the core and the jacket.
The program generates an instant chart of parameters about the bullet, and can even draw an outline
of the bullet you have designed, giving you stability and twist rate, BC, Ingalls number, length, shank
and ogive lengths, and much more. .................................................................................... $25.00

Corbin Handbook on Disk (DC-1002)

Written in ASCII format (which can be read by virtually any word processor, or shown on screen using
the DOS "type" command), the entire content of the Corbin Handbook of Bullet Swaging is available
for searching, reprinting, and incorporation into your own work. A special license agreement comes
with the package to permit use of this copyrighted material in your own work. Search and find words
and phrases quickly using the power of your computer and favorite word processor. ....... $12.00

Paper Patched & Multi-Density Bullet Design (DC-1003)

Contains the PPATCH and DC-1003.EXE programs which help you design paper patched bullets, and
bullets with up to four different alloys or metals of various densities. Let your imagination run wild,
and still get the right spin rate, length, and ballistic coefficients. If you deal in black powder bullets,
muzzle loaders, or paper patched bullets, or wish to experiment with the theories before actually
spending money for tooling and materials, this software can help! .................................... $10.00

Terminal Plot (DC-1004)

The TPLOT.EXE program asks you for a bullet design (caliber, weight, shape) and then after
calculating its static air resistance (skin effect, shock wave, and base drag), it plots a chart in realtime, recalculating the BC at every .01 second interval, and displaying changes on the screen
as the bullet flys straight up! When the bullet is slowed to zero forward velocity, the program pauses
and waits for your decision: drop the bullet nose first, base first, or in some other configuration, or
change the parameters of the bullet as it might be changed by explosive charges. Then drop the bullet
while several "meters" tick off the energy, air resistance, distance and velocity. Freeze the rapidly
whirling gauges at any point by tapping the space bar, and tap it again to let the bullet fly. You can
learn more about bullet behavior in a few hours with this program than most people know in a lifetime
of shooting! Also calculates lethality of falling bullets and determines if the U.S. Army minimum
requirement for 50% lethality would occur from falling onto unprotected personnel, in case you plan
to fire bullets upward for any reason! ................................................................................. $25.00
Bonus: All the above also come with WD-CHART, a program that lets you enter certain parameters
about any caliber of bullet, and then produces up to 17 pages of comparison with every other
standard caliber of bullet, having the same ogive and scaled parameters! You could easily produce
a book filled with just the information this program generates.
Note: the above programs can be purchased as a single disk 3.5" HD self-installing package with
menu as the DC-1015 Bullet Design Engineer's Package for $72 (on front of the brochure).

